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Covering Uote 

The aim of thie paper is to analyse the problems of 
proper interregional allocation of investments, which is 
a fundamental one in relation to regional disaggregation 
of national development plans. ^ 

The hasic issue involved is whether investments should 
•foe spatially concentrated to the already fairly developed 
areas, or to selected development areas within the large 
"backward hinterlands. Beneath this choice are the under-
lying issues of assumed conflicts between national growth 
and spatial equalization, and, from the opposite point of 
view, between short and long term considerations. ^ 

The paper summarizes and reviews the arguments for 
and against the two conflicting strategies.and concludes 
that appropriate conclusions can be drawn only on the basis 
of quantitative analysis related to specific national 
development goals, and that the time horizon is apt to play 
an important role in the choice of strategy. Two types of 
simplified two-region growth-allocation models are formulated 
and analyzed. In the first, the structural parameters are 
assumed to be ^izoñ diiying-.tima|bin ith© second, the parameters 
are assvimed to be gradually changed by means of Ijuilt-in 
mechanisms reflecting the impact of the development process 
upon the social and economic structure of the regions. 

1/ The topic of regional disaggregation of national policies 
and plans is an important research project in the frams-
work of UlffllSD programme of regional development. 

2/ Compare A.E.iTuklinskis Goals in Regional Policies and 
Objectivles in Regional Planning, a paper prepared for the 
Regional Planning Conference Ireland 69, Belfast, 19-21 March. i969. 
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When the development paths resulting from the two 
strategies are compared, it can be shown that in the 
model with fixed parameters, the aims of growth and 
equalization will "be reconciled only in the case of ^ 
conditions, very rarely fulfilled in developing countries. 
However, in the model with built-in changes in.the 
parameters - which it is believed reflects the conditions 
of developing countries better than the former - it can 
be shown that there are much greater chan^pes for reconcil-
iation of the two aims. However, since the allocation of 
investments to the initially backward region will bring 
about a loss of income in the first periods, the 
reconciliation of the two aims are possible only if the 
time horizon of the planners and policy-makers are long 

i enough to permit this loss to be regained at a later 
• stage. 

The paper is presented for critical evaluation in 
order to stimulate discussion of interregional allocation 
of investments for social and economic development. Your 
comments would be greatly appreciated. 

Antoni R. Kuklinski. 

Geneva, December-1968. • 
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1. IMTRODUCTION * 

1.1, Political ajid economic issues in interregional allocation • 
1.1.1. In spite of the f3.cts, which are correctly pointed out by Priedmann 

and Alonso, that "the decision of where to locate a new project is as important 
as the decision to invest in it," and that "the question of social justice in 
the distriljution of the fruits of economic development is as important and as 
difficult in terms of regions as of social classes," there is a great scarcity 

2/ 
of well established guidelines for decision-making in this field. One reason 
for the lack of theoretical achievements may be that the question of efficient 
regional allocation of investment funds may have equally important political 
aspects as economic. Two points deserve to be mentioned? 

1.1.2. First, since regional groupings rest on the same kind of geographi«al 
demarcation that defines the nation itself, they tend to attract similar types 
of loyalties as mobilized on behalf of the nation. These regional loyalties may, 
however, constitute a latent threat to central governments and support separatist 
political actions if the national loyalties are overstrained by regional 
inequalization in the level of v/elfare and power of influence. Therefore, no 
n tion-can pursue allocation policies aiming at efficiency in the limited economio 
sense only, but have to make allowances for political aims which eventually may 
conflict with the economic aims. 

1.1.3» Secondly, such conflicts will often manifest themselves as conflicts 
between planners and executives on the one hand and politicians on the other. 
The reason for this is that planning is mainly carried out in the executive 
branch - usually divided into functional sectors - while the legislative branch, 
through which the politicians • exercisa - their influence, is based on 
territorial elections. Therefore, in so far as planning involves decisions 
with strong territorial implications capable of promoting or hc,mpering growth 
in various areas, this ¥/ill necessarily be of direct concern to the legislators 
as individuals and groups of politicians. 

m 

1.2. Esg'ential characteristics of regional development 
1.2.1» However, the political aspects of interregional allocation are by 

no means the sole reason for the difficulties involved in establishing proper 
decision-criteria, and perhaps even not the most significant. When limiting 
ourselves to the question of economic efficiency only, difficult problems of 
how to delineate regions, of allocation procedures - whether to start with 
sectorial criteria and then proceed to the spatial, or the opposite way around -
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and methodological questions related to the peculiarities of regional economies 
as opposed to national ^ d sectorial have to be tackled. Because of phenomena 
like economies of scale, external economies, factor movements and mobility-
limitations are important characteristics of regional economies, and the fact 
that regions cannot be run down in the same way as industries, common criteria 
of efficiency, useful for solving intersectorial allocation problems, cannot 
be applied directly for problems of interregional allocations. 

1,2.2, Furthermore, since the final end of development is increased human., 
welfare - and we take into account that although regions cannot move, people 
can and indeed do more - difficult problems arise with respect to defining goals 
for interregional development in terms of "balance" and "equity". The time 
fector appears also to be a crucial one in this context, and î equires. the 
analysis of interregional efficiency to be made Yd thin a ¿ynamic framework. 

1.3. The subject of the paper 
1.3.1. The crucial significance for national as well as regional development 

of interregional allocation decisions, the shortage of theoretical and empirical 
evidence upon which such allocation decisions can be made, and the need for 
promoting research in this field are the reasons behind the inclusion of a 
project on "regional disaggregation of national policies and plans"within the 
programme of research on regional dévelopment of the United Hations Research 

7/ 
Institute for Social Development. This paper, which is intended to be" a 
first step into this field limits itself to a discussion of some basic issues 
of economic and social interregional development. This should not be interpreted 
to mean that the iDOlitical aspects mentioned above are of minor importance and 
can be disregarded. However important the political aspects may be, there is 
nevertheless a need to clarify basic economic issues upon which calculations of 
trad&-«ffs between various conflicting goals can be attempted. 

1.5.2, The paper deals with a particular, simple, but nevertheless 
illustrating case of a closed two«-regidn economy,aiming at rapid overall economic 
growth and interregional equalization through proper allocation «f their invest-
ment funds generated by internal savings. A very simple dynamic model-framework 
is suggested, within which the problems of short- and long-term trade-offs 
between the goals of,efficiency and equity and the dependency of the allocation 
strategy upon the time horizon of planning can be analysed. 
2. GEIfflaAL ASPECTS OF lyiTEBRZiGIOML ALLOGATIOHS IN PilTELOPING COimTRIES 

2,1. The limited choice possibilities 
2,1.1, In most developing countries, the problem of interregional allocation 
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of investments presents itself as a choice between a fairly well developed part 
of the country, consisting of one or a snail number of geographically limited 
urban areas, and a large bacfavard hinterland. The developed area usually 
contains the administrative ajid institutional centre of the country, it has 
some modem industries, and a level of income considerably higher than the 
hinterland. The developed areas of the country are, as a rule, better mutually 
integrated and also often tend to be more integrated with developed areas in 
other countries - through trade and communication - than with their hinterland, 
The urban areas 9.re furthermore characterized by; a veiy high inflow of migrants 
from the hinterland; a large amount of unemployment| big disparities in income, 
and unbalanced internal growth leading to problems of overcongestion, diseconomies 
and social unrest. 

2.1.2. The hinterland, on the contrary, is characterized by a very low 
income, subsistence agricultural economy, weakly developed internal and external 
communications, low levels of education and skills, and an increasing out-
migration to the developed areas. This polarity, which is the spa.tial manifestation 
of a dual economy, raises the question of the possible overdevelopment of the 
urban"areas to the detriment of the rest of the country, as a paramount issue of 

9/ interregional policies and planning in many developing countries. 

2.2. The-gOftli of development 
2.2,1. The prime goal of development in economically backward countries is 

generally rapid increase in total production and national income leading to an 
increased standard of living for the masses of people, and particularly for 
those belonging to the lovr-income groups. Growth in production through capital 
formation and increased productivity appears therefore to hold the key to 
development. Besides the aim of rapid overall economic growth, justice in the 
distribution of the fruits of development, leading to a gradual equalization of 
the standard of living and reduction of unemployment, appear also to be vital 
aspects of the objectives of ne.tional development policy. 

2,2*2. Among the various problems of income distribution, the problem of 
interregional disparities seems, for many reasons, to be a more difficult one 
than those of personal, functional and industrial disparities within the same 
geographical area. This is partly due to the higher mobility between occupations 
and industries within a developed area, and partly to the fact that regional 
economies grow or decline as entities rather than have their income changed as 
the outcome of a sum of independent variations in particular activities located 
in the region. Interregional disparities must be seen as resulting from 
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structural differences among the regions. Therefore, reduction of these 
disparaties cannot be attained by income transfers, but requires certain 
structural changes. 

2.2.3. Against the background of what has been said above, it vrould seem 
useful to classify the goals of national development in t?.'o groups. First, 
there are the permanent goals of income gro\rth and gi^adual equalization in 
standards of living between sectorial and functional groups as viell as between 
regions. Secondly, there are structural goals, which are instrumental for the 
attainment of the permanent ones, and which are concerned with deliberate 
secular transformation of the industrial, social and spatial structures of the 
nations, so as to obtain future structures which are conducive to the attainment 
of the permanent goals, The deliverate transformation of the social and 
industrial structures of the underdeveloped regions and corresponding adjustments 
of the spatial structure of the national economy appear to be necessary 
conditions for a gradual reduction of interregional disparities. 

2.2.4, Oiie particular structural goal related to the regional problem 
deserves to be specifically mentioned, namsly, the goal if integration of national 
space. This goal bears on the facilities for transportation and communication, 
as well as on interregional trade, and on the distribution of political influence 
in the national state, and is of a long-term nature. Although there is no 
quantitative method available for evaluating the trade-off between the attainment 
of the goal of ns.tional integration and the goal of economic growth - if there 

«-.JJi •nil 

is a conflict - the efforts to create a v/ell integrated modem nation out of a 
collection of disintegrated regions are perhaps of equally paramount significance 
for newly liberated countries as the increase in total production. 

,2.5. Means and instruments 
2.3«1» What means are at the dis'posal of a central government for attaining 

the goals discussed above? To give a complete answer to this quvjstion is not 
the purpose of this paper. However, it is obvious that the allocation of funds 
for fixed capital formation, and for other developmental expenditures such as 
for education, vocational training, public health etc., are key factors, together 
with means aiming at curbing the influx of migrants to the overcongested urban 
area and promoting increased mobility among skilled Iĝ bour and management 
personnel. Another important set of means are those directed towards checking 
the consumption and increasing the saving rates of industries as vvell as for 
regions. 
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2,3.2, The latter set of.mesáis are closely related to the fiscal policy 
which, in t-urn, largely depends on an appropriate and efficient taxation 
administration. In general, the role and tasks of public administration seem 
to be a very neglected field in development analysis.—'^ However, it may be well 
justified to look at nurreni' expenditures in this sector as being investments 
which in time are accumulated in an administrative apparatus conducive to groî rth 
in the future.. Parts of tho fruits of present expenditure are thus distributed 
over future time periods. Since all efforts initiated by a central government, 
in practice, have to be cha.nnellod through and implemented by administrative 
procedures, unreliable and inefficient administ:'?3,tion may sometimes be among 
the most serious obstacles to growth, 

2,3t3« A similar point of viev; regarding short- and long-term effects can 
also be applied to the question of material resource alloca.tion. Since the 
efficiency of a new industrial project is affected by complementary, competitive 
and income-demajad relations to already existing industries, the establishment of 
the project in question is bound to have reciprocal effects on the efficiency 
of these and, what is more important, also on the structure, location- and 
efficiency of future projects. This dynamic interdependence requires that the 
use of means aimed at securing efficiency in resource utilization and allocation 
miast be based on carefully elaborated dynamic plans»---' 

2.5.4* The significance of efficient use of resources for development is 
1// 

clearly pointed out by Lefeber^ - w-ho argu.es that efficient resource use wills 
a) increase the investment potential in the áhort run 

(more pro'jects can be undertaken v/ith the same amoiont 
of respurces;! 

b) increase savings in the intermediate run (liigher returns 
on investments) 5 

c) accelerate the rate of development and capital formation 
(due to the above factors), 

2,4* Stages in development planning 
2,4*1» While the aim of planning is to achieve the development goals as 

these emerge from the goal-setting process, the purpose of planning (in this 
case of the interregional allocation of investment funds and other developmental 
expenditures) is to formulate guidelines rnd rules for coordination of present 
and future actions in order that the goals are achieved in an efficient way, 15/ 
Hence, the planning process mus"'". involve a conception of sequence of allocatiTS 
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decisions over a series of future time-periods, i-'̂  

2.4.2. It is useful to distingi-dsh between project planning, i.e. the 
planning- of separate investment projects incliiding their location, and 

17/ 
comprehensive planning. In project planning, most of the attention is 
concentrated on the detailed technical and economic specifics internal to the 
project and, therefore, there is a tendency to assume that the structural 
environment is fairly constant, i.e. that the project only marginally alters 
the environmental structural matrix. 

2.4t5. Comprehensive planning on the other hand is concerned with the 
interplay effect of many projects generating structural changes industrially 
and socially as well as spatially. Comprehensive planning derives its ohjectives 
from the structural goals, and is essentially of a long-term co-ordinative nature. 
Comprehensive, planning aims at establishing guidelines for project planning, for 
example, that the location of a given project is changed from what would seem to 

• give the highest direct return, to a location which is the best when the effects 
on existing and future projects are taken into account, 

2,4«4» Efficient use of resources requires both types of planning. However, 
inasmuch as development necessarily depends upon structural transformation, 
comprehensive structural planning appears to be the more important. Rational 
interregional allocation of investment projects can be achieved only when the 
decision criteria to be used in project planning are based on guidelines derived 
from comprehensive plans which take stock of the effects the project has on 
existing and future projects, Comprehensive planning can be conceived of as 
consisting of three phasess first, the identification of all feasible development 
paths I secondly, the choice of the most desired path among those that are 
feasible; and thirdly, the elaboration of guidelines to be applied in the project 
planning stage. 

2,4.5» Before leaving this topic, it should also be mentioned that in spatial 
planning it is useful to distinguish betvreen two levels, interreglonal and 
intraregional or interlocal. Planning at both levels is mutually interdependent 
and conditioned on each other. Por example, planning of the location pattern 
within a region cannot be done without a knowledge of what activities playing a 
part in the interregional division of labour are to be located in the region. 
However, what activities are to be located in a region depends in turn on the 
pattern of location within the region, since the actual pattern and the planned 
transformation of this may affect the productivity of different projects 
differently. It is therefore a strong case for co-ordination of interregional 
and interlocal planning. 
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2.5. Ae^ruments for concentrating development efforts .in the 

• more developed areas 
2.5.1. Recalling that the choice of location for an actual project - and 

consequently also.for long-term strategy of interregional,allocation - are 
limited to two broad alternatives, the actual strategy to be followed will 
depend on the prospective advanta.ges and disadvantages of each of these and how 
they are distributed over the future time periods. 

2.5.2, The most commonly used arguments in favour of concentrating 
development efforts to the already developed areas ares 

a) Such areas usually have natural advantages due to the 
existence of natural resources?—' 

b) Due to their earlier development, such areas enjoy 
advantages derived from accumulation of capital resources, 
skilled labour and grovfth oriented management; 

c) Often the fairly well developed areas are favourably 
situated in relation to the na,tional and the export markets}---^ 

d) Mready developed urban areas Virill benefit from 
agglomerption economics; 
1) Relatively short distances betvreen various linked 

plants, residential areas and terminals reduce 
23/ 

the cost of intra-area transportation1--' 
2) Close lociition of several plants and concentration 

of demand tííII allow for specialization in the 247 
auxiliary and the service sectors| 

5) The size of the laboxir inarket viill allow for 
exploitation of internal economies of scale in 
the plants 5 

4) Economies of scale can be exploited in the economic 
• ; infrastructure,' 

5) The industries can benefit from technical external 
economies diie to easy dissemination of market 
informe tion-and technical info2?mation, rapid spread 
of innovations, and 

massing of reserves in the sharing 
of pools of skilled labour -.nd repair services.--'^ 

J 
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The factors menti.oned so far are arguments that explain why 
return on investments may be hi^er in the rirbaiiized developed 
areas than in the underdeveloped non-urbanized hinterland 
areas. These factors contribute of course also to the 
explanation of why these areas appear to have entered a 
stage of self-sustained growth, which, as will be argued 
later, can be too rapid, leading to the detriment of the 
hinterland and sl0¥/ing down the national growth rate. 

2.5.3» The complete explanation of the sustained growth rests also oh 
some additional factorss 

e) The urbanized developed areas may benefit from dynamic 
external economies .-^^such asj 
1) The development of techniques and acquisition of skills 

among labourers as well as in management and organization 
which occur as a growth process, and in time create a 

27/ 
social environment conducive to further growth.—^ 

2) The existence of inter-industry linkages throu^ which 
impulses to expansion and investments are transmitted 
forwards and backwards.—®''̂  

3) The income multiplier effect which results from an initial 
• expansion in the areas external trade and production. 
In the short term this effect raises the wages and increases 
employment. In the intermediate term more migrants are 
attracted leading to continiial investment activitiy 
and at the same time extended market for the local trades 
leading to new import-substitution activities and de-
clined import leakage. In the long run the competitive-
ness of the other industries may also be strengthened 
because of higher productivity in the local auxiliary 29/ 
industries.—^ 

f) The already developed areas, due to the larger size of their 
labour market and the diversification of their production 
activities, usually enjoy a higher flexibility in their 
adaptions to changes in demand, production techniques and 
supply, and they have a fairly high resistance to external 
shocks 



g) The already developed areas will finally have a hi^er savings 
rate .and therefore expand their productive capacity and the 
"up-to-dateness" of their capital equipment much faster than 
the hinterland where the actual saving rate is much lower 

2.5.4» The arguments for concéntrating-most of-the national-development • 
efforts in the already developed areas are, however, not limited to the pro-' 
ductivity factors of these areas alone, but also include arguments referring-
to the backward hinterland. The most important of these are: 

h) The fruits of the development originally generated in the urban 
areas will be distributed in space through relative price-
lowering effects reflecting the higher productivity of inter-32/ 
regionally traded commodities produced in the urban*areas 

i) The groTf/th in the urban areas may increase the demand for raw 
materials as well as intermediary and agricultural products 
purchased from the hinterland.-^^ 

j) The growth in the- urban areas will relieve some of the popula-
tion pressures in the hinterland through increased out-migrationl^ 

k) In order to undertake such large-scale investments which are 
indispensable to induce growth in the backward areas, the total 
amount of investable resources must be broadened by furthering 
grô frth in the urban area for still some years 

l) The underdeveloped areas have initially a too low absorptive 
capacity to successfully exploit large-scale capital investments. 
In the first periods, while development efforts are concentrated 
to the developed areas, the investments in the underdeveloped 
areas should be of a preparatory character, relying mostly on 
local resources, particularly on unemployed labour, aiming at 
broadening the absorptive capacity for futiore investments. 
Among such preparatory projects, land reclamation, reafforesta-
tion, road and school-building and vocational training appear 
to be the mure important. 

2.5.5. The above-mentioned arguments lead to the conclusion that the process 
of national economic and social development requires that growth is unevenly 
distributed in space. If an underdeveloped country, characterized by a dual 
economy, tries to develop its underdeveloped areas ahead of time, this will 
necessarily be at the cost of better opportunities lost in the already fairly 
well developed areas, lead to slowing down of the rate of national development, 
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and delay the start of the efficient development of the foimer. Lo^s of savings 
and investment potential is furthermore a direct concomitant to lowering 
efficiency and to higher costs of production. 

2.6. Arguments for concentrating development efforts in the lagging areas 
2.6.1. Althou^ the spokesmen for concentrating more development effort in 

the lagging areas to a large extent base their arguments on the intolerability 
of the present discrepancy in standards of living - not to speak of widening 
the gap - and the human and political necessity for gradual equalization,-they 
are also able to advance arguments that this strategy also will contribute more 
to long-term national welfare than the opposite. 'These arguments fall into 
several groups.. 

2.6.2. The first group of arguments refers to the welfare effects of 
equalization. 

a) In national welfare consideration attention is paid to the 
income as well as to the distribution components. 
This means that even though equalization may slow down the income 

growth, this can be more than offset by improvements in the distribu-
tion components. This argument can be strengthened by taking into 
account thats 
b) The marginal utility of income is normally higher in the low-

income area than in the high-income area. 
This" means that although growth in total income may be somewhat 

lower, there may nevertheless be a net gain in the total welfare 
resulting from the utility of income. .3ven though it may not be 
difficult to reach concensus on the two income redistribution argu-
ments above, these may not carry too much wei^t in an economy where 
attention has to be paid first of all to efficiency in utilization 
and allocation of resources in order to speed up the rate of develop-
ment. 

2.6.3. Disagreement is, however, apt to occur with respect to the geo-
• o 

graphical dispersion of the fruits of further growth in the already developed 
area, when spokesmen for deconcentrated development argue that: 

c) The fruits of growth in the already developed areas for several 
reasons have a strong tendency to be concentrated in these areas, 
l) The failure of any significant price-lowering effects due 

to productivity gains caused by economies of agglomeration 
to occ\ir. 

i 

y 
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This failure is partly due to the strong tendency that such 

gains are accumulated in the industries because of a h i ^ degree 
of monopoly prevailing in the markets, ^ d partly due to the 
fact that many of the benefits in question serve the local popu-
lation only because of their immobility 
2) The tendency often found in developing countries to fix 

wage rates above the opportunity costs of labour, which 
concentrate the market for consumer goods and give rise to 
multiplier effects as mentioned above 

3) The usual failure of the hinterland to respond to the enlarged 
market created in the urban areas for raw material and agri-
cultural products. Instead, the urban areas will rely on 

59/ 
increased imports from other countries.^^ 

In general, the polarization and backwash effects are likely to dominate 
over the possible spread- and trickling-down effects, and the fruits of the 
national development will be concentrated in the already fairly well developed 
areas, and the gap will be widening. The draining of the best hioman resources 
and large parts of eventual saviniŝ  from the backward to the growing regions, 
due to the better prospects of higher and quicker returns inherent in this 
spatially unbalanced process of development, reinforce the backwardness of the 
underdeveloped areas. Instead of preparing the ground for future large-scale 
projects, a feeling of hopelessness is likely to occur which will increase the 
difficulties in turning the trend later on.-^^ 

2.6.4. There are, however, arguments which suggest that although the private 
investors find it most advantageous to invest in the developed •urban areas, this 
may not be the case for the society as a whole. Two points are particularly 
important s 

d) iCxternal diseconomies of agglomeration, which may occur when the 
urban areas expand their size, and parti^larly if the expansion 
is very fast and internally unbalanced.-^ 

e) The tendency for the total investments in the growing areas to 
exceed the absorptive capacity 

Both these factors mean that private investors not only tend to overestimate 
the return of their investments but that they also fail to take into account the 
costs induced in other industries and the public sector following their invest-
ments. vVhile external economies of agglomeration may to some extent be internal-
ized, this is not the case for external diseconomies. .vlien the private investors 
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do not take into account the diseconomic effect on other projects and indiistries 
present in the area today, they certainly do not take into account the accumulated 
effect upon future projects. There is therefore strong reason to believe that 
when external diseconomies are present, this will lead to a widening gap between 
private productivity estimates and realized productivity for the society as a 
whole. The overall efficiency of capital will be slowed down and the factor 
cost will rise. . The most important of such technical external economies are 
overcrowding of transportation and commmication systems and housing areas, 
increased travel and transport distances, air and water pollution, lowering of 
standards of public health, etc. 

2.6.5. The results of overinvestments, i.e. investment activity exceeding 
the absorptive capacity, are closely related to the technical external economies 
above, in that the latter may partly result from the former. The most important 
diseconomic effects of overinvestment are, however, that many investment projects 
started will never be fulfilled or will only be fulfilled after long delays, and 
thus slow down the productivity of the capital. The other effect is inflation 
which leads, to. hi^er factor and commodity prices, which ajain counteracts the 
tendency to disperse the fruit of the growth in the urban areas to .the .hinterland. 
Lack of skilled personnel is the most prominent limit to the capacity to absorb 
investments, and the enlargement of job opportunities for unskilled labour. 
Since creation of skills is a time-consuming process, the increase in factor 
prices, i.e. wages, will lead to increased migration of unskilled labour which 
will only add to the social problems already existing and reinforce the external 
diseconomies. 

2.6.6. The next link in the chain of arguments for deconceritrated development 
efforts are: 

f) Advantages of accumulated external economies in the urban areas 
sure of a temporary character. 

First, further expansion may lead to external diseconomies. Secondly, external 
economies can by means of a carefully planned expansion be created in selected 
growth centres within the backward hinterland. Thus, expansion outside the 
urban area may be advantageous from the point of. view of interregional equaliza-
tion, as well as from the point of view of national growth. External diseconomies 
of agglomeration and overinvestments may be limited in the already developed 
areas, and prevent a decline in the overall efficiency there, while at the same 
time favourable external economies are created in the selected growth centres 
in the hinterland. 
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2.6.7. There is, however, still one important factor left. If the saving 

rate is very low in the hinterland as compared to the iicban areas, deconcentra-
tion of investment projects will merely imply a transfer of consumption 
possibilities, and notwithstanding the above arguments, lead to a slow-down of 
the rate of national grovrth. To this contention the spokesmen for deconcentrated 
development replys Yi/hat is more significant than the average saving rate is the 
marginal. This may well be made equally high or even higher in the hinterland 
than in the urban areas, partly by means of policy measures, and partly because 
the new atmosphere of locál grovi/th jDay generate new inducements to save, 

2.7 The problem of reconciliation 
2.7.1. As is clearly shown above mamy "good" arguments can be put forward 

for concentrated as well as for deconcentrated development. The paramount 
problem to analyse is therefore the possibilities for reconciliation of the two 
contradictory strategies, 

• The first observation to make is that since none of the arguments can give { 
the final answer by itself - all the factors are simultaneously at work - any ' 
choice of strategy has to be based on quantitative analysis. The task is to ; 
arrive at a strategy which implies the most favourable resultant of all the / 
forces taken together. The factual conditions in each country will play a 
decisive role, and it is reason to expect that countries at different stages of 
development, with different sizes of population and of geographical area, with 
different resource endoment, v/ith different patterns of settlement, etc., will 
arrive at different strategies. 

2.7«2. The next observation to make is that the choice of strategy is 
essentially of a long-term nature. As it was pointed out, comprehensive 
planning caja be seen as a problem of identifying all feasible development 
paths, and choosing the most desirable among these. This necessarily raises 
difficult problems of estimating future productivities, and of assessing how 
these can be influenced by external economies and diseconomies created, future 
savings rates, future elasticities of demand, price-flexibilities, etc. One 
could be tempted to argue that because of the fundamental uncertainty, and 
because of all technical problems of measurement and forecasting, one should 
stick to short-term considerations only. However, this cannot be a good 
solution since all theoretical considerations support the hypothesis that vital 
interdependencies in time is a most prominent feature of social and economic 
development. There seems to be no way of escaping the need for making "bold" 
forecasts. These should, however, be subject to revision and changes within 
a framework of continuous regional development control 
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. 2.7.3• A third observation to make, is that the time horizon, with which 

the planning "body surveys-, the. alternative timepaths of development, would appear 
to have a significant impact on the choice of strategy. The reason for this • 
is that the eventual advantages of deconcentrated development as well as eventual 
disadvantages of concentrated development both occur as accumulated effects d\n?ing 
time. Consequently the rate of discount of future income may also affect the 
choice of allocation strategy. 

3 • APPROACHBS TO MODEL MALYSIS OF IITTERBEGXOHAL ALLOCATIONS , 

5«1« Growth and equalization - conflicts, complementarity and the time 
horizon 

3.1.1o It is clear from the enumeríition of arguments for and against' 
concentration of the development efforts to the already developed areas, versus 
to new carefully planned development centres', in the "backward hinterland, that 
there may be deviations between v;hat is the most efficient allocation in the 
short-term and in the long-term. Soen from a short-term point of view, location 
of investment projects in the baclcvvard r)a3̂t of the country represents an attempt 
to equalize the level of - living- among the r e g i o n s O n e can therefore ask what 
the price of this equalization is in terms of production and income cost. 
However, since successful development projects do' generate some development arid 
corresponding changes in the socialj oconomic and physical structures of the 
areas concerned aft.er some time, they also increase these areas' potentialities 
for futwe growth, and their potential contribution to futiire national growth» 
Therefore, in the long run the aims of equalization and national development 
may not be conflicting but complementoory. 

3.1.2» If this is the case, the proposition made, by Lefeber.-^^that 
development efforts should be concentrated to the most promising areas from the 
point of view of immediate return, may .not be entirely valid. In addition- to 
estimating the immediate and dirout productive effects of investment projects, 
it is also necessary to estimate their effects on other existing projects, on 
prospective savings, on the channelling of savings into new projects, on the 
efficiency of these projects, etc. If this way of viewing development projects 
is accepted, a crucial question to be raised is how long will it last before 
these advantageous indirect effccts' have manifested themselves? Or, to put it 
another ways what conditio.ns have to be fulfilled in order to obtain the gain 
in futtire .income-created by the loss in immediate income-within a reasonable time 
horizon? That is, how does the future point of time at which the immediate loss 
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in income is made good by higher income later on depend on the initial, 
unescapable cohditions of the regional economies? Closely related to this 
question are ' ¥hat impact does the time horizon have on the choice 
of allocation strategy, and how should the time horizcn be chosen so as to take 
into accoimt direct as well as time-delayed indirect effects of develojsnent 
projects. These are the main problems to be analysed in the remaining part 
of this' paper. 

5»2, . fiahman's dynamic proisyamming approach 
5.2.1. That the time horizon does play a role in the choice of strategy ! 

is clearly demonstrated in Rahman's well knov/n s t u d y W o r k i n g with a dynamic } 
programming model of a two-region economy where the saving rates and incremental Í. 
capital-output ratios for each region are given and constant, Rahman shows that | t 
the maximum growth of total income is not necessarily achieved by allocating all { 
investments to the most productive region throughout the entire planning period. ' \ 
Given the relative incremental capital-output ratios, the decisive factors are ; j 
the saving rates. If the technically more developed region also has the hi^er \ 
saving rate, the less developed region has no economic claim to turn the alloca- | 
tion policy in its favour. However, if the less developed region has the higher 
saving raĵ e, then the optimal strategy from the point of view of maximum total 
growth may be to concentrate the investments to this region in a number of initial 
periods, even though this leads to an immediate loss in production and income. 
This strategy is, however, optimal only if the planning period is long enough 
to permit the initial loss of income to be repaid later on in the planning period 
by the higher saving rate of this region. 

5.2.2. Rahman shows that the precise condition for the contention above is 
that the internal rate of growth of the less developed region is higher than 
that of the most developed region, the internal rate of growth being defined as 
the rate of growth of the regional income which would be realized if the growth 
grew out of its oTm saving only. If the less developed region has the higher 
internal rate of growth, the optimal allocation strategy for national growth 
would be to concentrate the investments there for a certain initial period -
provided the planning period is long enough - and then switch to the most pro-
ductive region for the rest of the planning period. If the planning horizon 
is not long enoiigh, the investment should be concentrated to the more productive 
region for the entire period, regardless of the relative internal rates of 
growth. 
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5.2.5. Rahmaja's model is well suited to shed light on the crucial signifi-
cance of saving and capital formation in determining the long-term rates of 
growth and the choice of allocation strategy in a regionalized economy, Con-
sequentlyj it demonstrates that location criteria cannot be based on the pro-
ductivity estimates alone, as opposed to the case of intersectorial alloca.tion 
within a region where the saving rates as a rule do not vary between groups of 
people tied to different sectors. Since regions often exhibit characteristic 
differences with respect to saving and consumption patterns, this is a factor 
which has to be taken into account. Bahman's model is also well suited for 
demonst3?ating the significance of the time horizon. Since the impact of 
higher internal rateis of growth in the less developed region on the total 
national growth manifests itself only after a certain period of accumulation, 
the loss of income in the initial period can be viewed as "investments" with a 
certain gestation period. In order to take advantage of this effect during 
preparation of plans, it is necessary to have a time horizon of s\ifficient 
length so that the return of this "investment" can be taken into account. 

> • 

5.5. Some shortcomings of the p3:ogcamming approach 
5.5.1- "rtithout disregarding the value of the conclusions which can be 

drawn on the basis of dynamic programming models of the type used by Rahman • 
and others, one should be aware of their shortcomings. First, the existence 
of interregional interdependences reflected in industrial complementarities 
and interregional trade are not taken into account. The only relation between 
the regions explicitly stated is their competition for the same investment funds. 
Implicitly this means that all projects are free to be located in one or the other 
of the regions. Obviously, this is not the case in reality, where comple- . 
mentarities, competition and traae, generating spatial spread and polarization 

A^ / effects are crucial issues.---- Secondly, the dynamic programming approach 
' • • ¿n/ 

usually leads to very extreme and therefore often also -unpractical solutions 
Even though it can be proved that a country will be better off by concentrating 
all investment in a given period in one region and then switch all investments 
in the next period to the other region, it is most unlikely that any government 
coiild and/or would piirsue such a policy? From a practical point of view,: it 
would therefore be useful to work with models of a less restricted character. 

5.5.2. A third shortcoming of the dynamic programming resource allocation 
model, which is pointed to by, among others, Vietoris2,-^is that such models 
over-emphasize the scarcity of material goods in the coiirse cf development and 

y 
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gives too little attention to the fact that this scarcity diminishes as a con-
sequence of the process of development itself. According to .Vietorisz, this 
leads to neglect of the feedback effects from the process of development itself 
to the supply of efforts, savings, skills and innovations, all of which pertain 
to the human side of the development process. These are crucial factors which 
may lead to spontaneous processes of industrialization, emerging from handicrafts 
and agriculture. They must be seen not only as dependent on, but also mutually 
contingent on the gradual qualitative transformation of the entire economic, 
social and culture structures of the regions in question.-^^ li/hen such feedback 
effects are not taken into account, development plans may give too much attention 
to large-scale investment projects, around which enclaves of development occur 
while the remainder of the regions are left untouched 

5.5«5. A /oT^th shortcoming of the dynamic programming resource allocation 
model is closely related to those already mentioned, but refers to the formal 
properties of such models. In order to solve them, it is necessary to assume 
that all the parameters characterizing the structural equations are constauit 
and that they do not change over the period within the time horizon of the 
planners. The failure of the programming models to allow for stich changes 
casts great doubt on their usefulness in long-term development planning, as the 
development process by its very nature is characterized by just the type of 
structural changes which manifest themselves in changing the paramet-ers of the 
type of models in question here. 

3.4. Vietorisz's "orientation towards growth" approach 
5.4«1» The effects of systematic changes in the parameters of growth models -

generated by the development process itself - on the growth paths of regional 
economies, and consequently on the impact of the time horizon and the choice on 
allocation criteria are clearly demonstrated by Vietorisz.-^^ His point of 
departure is that if in an underdeveloped region a social and cult\3ral transforma-
tion can be induced that orients people individually and collectively towards 
isĝ owth, the process of growth will by its very,nature throw off the necessary 
capital required, enlarging the absorptive capacity and increase the productivity. 

52/ 
Referring to theories developed by B. Horvat,-^ Vietorisz assumes that when a 
growth process is initiated within a region, the saving rate will normally 
advance steadily up to some limit. Hov/ever, if savings are drained out of the 
region for the purpose of investing in another, say a more developed region 
within the country - which may well be the normal case - the saving rate will 
not undergo such a steady advance-
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5.4.2. Vietorisz studies a model of a two-region economy consisting of 
one developed and one underdeveloped region, and compares the growth rates of 
the two regions tndivid"ually and for the nation as a whole when savings are 
transferred from the poor to the developed region, and when savings of the poor 
region are invested within the region. The result of this comparison is that 
althou^ the transfer of savings from the poor to the rich region may bring 
hi^er total income in the initial periods, the effect of increased saving rate -
if such transfers do not take place - allow total income very soon to catch up 
with and pass by the total national income of the alternative strategy. ? 

3.4.3. Vietorisz's analysis is well apt for demonstrating the crucial 
impact of advanced saving rates on the rate of growth. The particular resiilts, 
however, are of course fundamentally dependent on his assumption concerning the 
strength of the incentive effects. V̂hile he assumes a strong disincentive effect 
of transfer of savings from the poor region, he does not assume a corresponding 
incentive effect in the receiving region. The precise mechanisms behind the 
incentive/disincentive effects are not stated, and the analysis is therefore 
not capable of shedding light on the more complex policy questions involved. 

3.4.4. Vietorisz shows similar effects of induced changes in the absorptive 
capacity and in labour productivity. He concludes that although the developed 
region may initially have a higher absorptive capacity and marginal productivities 
of labour, the long-term aim of rapid national development nevertheless coincides 
with the long-term aim of inter-regional equalization, because the scope for 
inducing favourable structural changes is much hi^er in the backward region 
than in the developed one. More specifically Vietorisz argues the case for a 
"trade-not-aid" approach. Resource transfers from the poor to the developed 
region should according to Vietorisz be restricted, and the strategy of industrial 
location should aim at a planned promotion of new export industries in the. back-
ward regions based on spatial division of labour where both regions can benefit 
from steadily,increasing markets for their products. 

3.5' • Slements of a more flexible model framework 
3.5-1» The strength of the Vietorisz analysis is that it demonstrates that 

the effects of structural changes inherent in the process of developnent, which 
are reflected in systematic changes in the parameters of a planning model, tend 
to modify - in the same directions - the conclusions drawn from the neo-classical 
versions of these models. The joint impact of these effects are bound to have 
a decisive influence on the choice of strategy for interregional allocation of 
development projects. The weakness of the analysis is that it does not consider 
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carefully the processes through which these changes emerge. Instead of analys-
ing the possible impact of external economies, creation of skills through learning 
by doing, economies of agglomeration, economies of scale, and the opportunities 
to generate and exploit such economies by means of careful planning, Vietorisz 
refers to the creation of an orientation towards growth as the main motive and 
driving force behind the changes discussed. However, T/ithout disregarding the 
crucial importance of the culttiral transformation upon which Vietorisz bases his 
argument, there nevertheless appears to be close relations between the effects 
he discusses and relevant economic aspects of development such as income growth, 
economics of scale, and external economies and diseconomies. A more appropriate 
method of analysis from the point of view of economic development policy would 
therefore seem to be first to take stock of these economic factors in as much 
detail as possible, and then to analyse how these are mutually related to the 
process of cultural and social transformation. 

5.5-2. The model framework to be discussed in the following paragraphs is 
based on this point of departure. The framework is designed to analyse the 
relation between short and long-term criteria for location of investments and 
the impact of the time horizon on the choice of criteria. The models are dynamic 
and generate the time paths of the relevant variables over the future time periods. 
They focus attention on the allocation of investment fmds among the regions, and 
contain therefore one degree of freedom. For the purpose of analysing shifts in 
allocation policy the models are time-recursive, period to perioc^ models. That 
is, the value of the variables by the end of a certain period are determined by 
their initial values and by the allocation policy of the preceding period. This 
is an important property for two reasons. First, the models acquire a flexi-
bility which is desirable from the point of view of experimentation in the 
planning stage. Secondly, this reflects the usual practice in planning and 
budgeting, that final decisions are made only for the coming period, althou^ the 
long-term effects are taken into account. './hen a model is formulated in this 
way it cannot al?/ays be solved in a conventional way, but on the other hand it 
lends itself conveniently to analysis by means of simulation. 

5.5.3. The models to be considered are two-region models. They are quite 
similar to the Rahman model in that they only deal with the competitive allocation 
of investment funds, entirely disregarding the possible complementary relations 
between the regions reflected in the pattern of interregional trade. 

The analysis proceeds in two steps. First, a basic model is formulated, in 
which all parameters are assumed to be constant during the process of development. 



This model is analysed iri order to assess the effects of different parameter 
values. However, sinne the parameters are not permitted to change during 
time, it will be seen that t.hey ais not particularly well suited to shed li^t 
upon the particular problems related to structural changes. In the second 
step, the peculiarities of regional development are taken into account by-
assuming that the development process itself generates changes in the parameters 
in a systematic but different way in the two regions. As it will be demonstrated, 
this model is much more useful for analysing the relation between the time 
horizon and allocation criteria. Finally, various possible extensions of the 
model are discussed in order to take into account population growth, inter-
regional migration, interregional trade and more realistic production functions, 

4. A TWD-RSGION ALLOCATION-GRO'̂ ifTH MODEL MTH FIXED STRUCTURAL PARAÍ.IBTERS 

4.1. Formulation of the model 
4.1.1. The model to be outlined in the following is a very simple one, 

which takes into account only the production-income generating and saving 
behaviour of the two regions. It is assumed timt increases in production and 
income result from growth in capital only. All variables are assumed to be 
measured in real termsc The model contains the following variables? .. | 

Y^^s i = 1,2 s Total production/income generated in region , t̂ diirir g 
period t / ! . I . • 

S^^s i ^ 1.2? Total savings in region i during period t ' 
T 

S^ s lint t3?ansfer of savings between the two regions 
duri.'-.g period t (T : Transfer) 
Capital resources in region i by the start of period t. 

4.1.2o The model con+ains the following equations 

4 = 1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

1 1 1 
-1 ^^t 

2 2 

= 

®t-l 

= 



Squations 4,1-4,2 define the (net) regional income in period t. iiJq-uations 
4» 3-4,4 describe the production stiructure. It is assumed that increased income 
can be achieved only by increasing the stock of capital. The capital has a 
gestation lag of one period, i.e. capital investments in period t-1 "become 
productive in period t. The coefficients V^ are the incremental output-
capital ratios of regions 1 and 2 respectively.. "Squations 4,5-4,6 describe the 
investment behaviour. The investment in any of the regions results from the 
saving of the regions modified by the net transfer of savings between them. 
For the sake of convenience, S is assumed positive for net transfer from region 
1 to region 2. The amomt of savings to bê  transferred is limited by the amount 
of savings available. Equations 4,7-4,8 describe the saving structure. The 
coefficients s^ and s 2are the average saving rates in regions 1 and 2 respect-
ively, Hence, the transfer of savings.in period t is limited by 

2 T 1 

It is implicitly assumed that there is no transfer of income between the regions. 
Equation 1,9 defines the net national income. 

4.2. Solution of the model 
4.2.1. The model can easily be solved so that all variables are expressed 

as functions of initial data and the transfer of savings between the two regions. 
By combining equations 4,1-4,3-4,5 and 4,7, and 4,2-4,4 - 4,6 and 4,8 respectively, 
we get the following formulas for the total income generated in the two regions 
in period t.° 

4-10 ^t = - . i C i 

i ' ''a C i 
4.2.2, If there are no transfers, the regional economies will grow according 

to their "internal" rates of growth, 
i ^^t i 

vlihile the incremental output-capital ratios determine the short-term returns of 
investments in the two regions, the internal rates of growth reflect the regions' 
growth potentials. Since the growth potential depends on the saving rates as 
well as on the marginal efficiency of capital, the region with the lowest 
productivity m y well have hi^er growth potential, if it has a sufficient h i ^ 
saving rate. This simple fact is already an indication of the possible dis-
crepancy between short- and long-term investment criteria. 
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4,2.3. Total national income is now given by 

V V l ^ " C l . ^^2 - Yi) 
Since the model is recursive, i.e. that the income in year t depends entirely 
on the distribution of income and the allocation of investments in the preceding 
year, the policy maker must look ahead at least one period when he considers how 
to allocate the investments. It is easily seen that if he looks only one period 
ahead, and he aims at maximizing the national income, he will always allocate the 
investments to the most productive region. 

4.3. Properties of the develoTment paths generated by the model 
4.3.1* As Rahman has demonstrated, the short-term productivity criterion 

will not necessarily lead to the hi^est income in the long-term. If the low 
productive region has a saving rate which is h i ^ enough to give it a higher 
internal rate of growth than the h i ^ productive region, it may well pay to 
invest in this region for some periods in order to exploit its ability to 
accumulate capital. A similar conclusion can be drawn on the basis of this 
more simple model. The feasible area for the allocation policy in this model 
is limited by the two extremes? all investments to the high productivity region, 
or all investments to the low productivity region. If the initial income in 

1 2 
the two regions in year 0 are denominated Y^ and Y^ respectively, it follows 
from the assumptions that if all investments are allocated to one region, the 
other region will have no growth, and, hence, the transfer will be constant 
period for period. Therefore, the two alternative extreme policies can be 
formulated in the following ways 

Alt. 1, All investments in region 1 

Alt. 2. All investments in region 2 
c; T - 1 

T _• 2 
The dashes over Y and Y are only to indicate that they are constants, 

4.3.2. For Alt.l, the following is the formula for regional income and the 
rate of growth of region Is 

4.12 

4.13 ^ - V ^ B ^ - V i B 
t-1 



For Alt. 2,, the corresponding forinulc:,s foi- region 2 are,-

4.14 

? 

Y t-1 
"̂'e can furtl:-er,.:ors express the ii.\tion::l incone and. the national rate of firowth 
for year t for cach of the two cjctrcroe .-iltern-itives 

Alt. li 1 1 1 -2 
4.16 Y = Y + 'V r Y + s Y 

4 17 ¿ ^^ 4.17 R, = TT-^-Tp-

Alt. 2. 4.18 = v^ s^ ij 

Y + Y t-1 0 

1 2 
Here .the figure above Y i.e. and respectively denominate the alter-

1 2 native, and must not he confused with the variables Y and Y whioh refer to t t 
regions 1 and 2 respectively. 

4.3.3. It can be seen from the formulas above that the rate of growth of 
the receiving region will slow down gradually and converge towards' its internal 
r;,té of growth during'time. Since the'transfer is assumed to be constafit for 
all periods^, the share of the investments paid for by the region's own saving 
will increase as total income increases. However, the actual rate of growth 
may be much higher than the internal rate during the first periods depending on 
the magnitude of the savings transferred. The rate of growth of the national 
economy is expressed as a weighted average of the internal rate of growth of the 
receiving region and the potential rate of growth found by applying the marginal 
productivity of the receiving region on the saving rate of the source i^egion, 
with the total income of the two regions as weights. If the internal rate of 
growth of the receiving region is higher than that of the source xegion^ the 
national rate of growth will increase and converge towards the internal rate of 
growth of the receiving region. If the internal rate of this region is lower 
the national growth rate will gradually decline. However, when the two extreme 
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allocation policies are compared, the declining growth rate may nevertheless 
initially "be much higher than the increasing, depending on the initial sitiaation. 

4,4. Analyses of allocation strategies \m.der different assumptions 
4.4» 1» It. is easily reco^ized that if one of the regions has hi^er 

productivity as well as the higher ""saving rate, the hi^est national income 
period for period and the highest rate of growth of the total economy will be 
achieved by investing all the savings there. The national rate of growth will 
increase towards the internal rate of this high productivity region, which will 
utilize its own saving maximally, but also get a higher return on the saving 
of the other region than this would have achieved if its savings had been invested 
at home, 

4.4.2, If we still assume that one region is superior with respect to 
productivity, but has a lower saving rate than the other region, it is still 
easy to recognize that the highest national income will be attained by investing 
in the more productive region, if this has the higher internal rate of growth, 
i.e.Y^>Y2 and ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ 2 ' transfer to the most 
productive region, the national growth rate will increase sli^tly, while it will 
decline in the case of the opposite policy. The most productive region has the 
highest return on its own savings as well as on the. savings of the other region. 
Even though the latter will save proportionally more, the total outcome of the 
saving and production-processes will still be highest when all savings are in-
vested in the most productive region. However, if the internal rate of growth 
in the low productivity region is higher than in the more productive region, the 
transfer of all savings to this region will always, after some time, bring about 
a higher rate of national growth as well as a higher national income than transfer 
in the opposite direction which would have been chosen on the basis of the short-
term, directed productivity criterion. 

4.4.5, A closer look should therefore be taken at the situation characterized 
by ' • 

The reason for the conclusion already stated above is, of course, that the 
national rate of growth converges towards the internal rate of growth of the 
receiving region. In the case of transfer to the region with the lowest internal 
rate, but highest productivity, the national rate of growth will start at a h i ^ 
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level since the highest productivity is applied on the high saving rate of the 
delivering region. The rate of growth will, however, decline as the share of 
investment paid for by its oto saving increases. In the case of the transfer 
of savings from the high productivity to the low productivity region, the national 
rate of growth will start at a low level, since the low productivity is applied 
on the low saving rate of the delivering region. However, v̂ fhat is lost immed-
iately by a low return on the investments is regained during time because the 
high saving rate can be applied to a gradually increasing income. The national 
rate of growth will therefore increase, and, after some time, it will be higher 
than the rate of growth resulting from the opposite strategy. The same is the 
case with total income, total accumulated income, and total accumulated discounted 
income, which will all be higher after different time periods than what would 
have been obtained by the opposite strategy. 

4.4,4. However, one thing is to show that the crossing of the time path 
curves of the tvro alternative strategies inevitably will take place after some 
time, quite another thing is to demonstrate that the crossing will take place 
within reasonable time in order that it may have a decisive effect on the choice 
of allocation strategy. The answer to this question depends on two sets of 
factors: first, the values of the parameters characterizing the region economies, 
and secondly, the initial situation with respect to the relation between the 
total income in the two regions. Instead of solving this problem analytically, 
i.e. determining the t for which the difference equations of the strategies are 
equal, the effects of different assvraiptions are demonstrated by means of four 
numerical examples: 

V 
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Region 1 is assumed to be the more efficient j.n all alternatives, with a marginal 
output-capital ratio of 0,4, while the corresponding ratio of Region 2 is assumed 
to be 0.5 and 0,35 altomativelyo 

4.4.5. In alternative A, v/hich is shorn- in fig. 1, Region 1 is as well 
assumed to have the higher saving rate and, hencej, the higher internal rate of 
growth. As it is shown in fig. 1, allocation strategy 1, i.e. all investments 
in Region Ij gives higher national rate of growth and the higher national income 
as-compared to—strategy 2. And, moreover, while the rate of growth of the 
national economy is increasijig for .strategy 1, it is decreasing for strategy 2. 
It is therefore obvious that in this case the curves will never cross each other. 

4.4.6.. In alternatives B-D, Region 1 has still the higher productivity, 
but its saving rate is lower than that of Region 2 and not high enough to prevent 
Region 2 from having a higher internal rate of growth. In alternative B, shown 
in fig. 2, Region 2 has the double saving rate of Region 1, and, initially, also 
the double income. As it is shown in fig. 2, the process of gaining back what 
is lost by investing all savings in the less productive region is very- slow. 
The rate of growth of strategy 1 is certainly declining and that of strategy 2 
increasing, but due to the initial conditions, the initial growth rate of 
strategy! is so much higher than that of strategy 2 that it will take a very 
long time before the process of regaining even starts, and under thése assumptions, 
it vrould hardly be jiAstified to consider applying strategy 2. 

4"4-7' In alternative G, shown in fig. 3, Region 2 is assumed to have a 
saving rate,two times as, high as Region 15 the incremental output-capital ratios 
are the same as in alternative B; and the regions are assumed'tb Have the same 
initial level of income. As in alternative B, the growth rate curve of strategy 1 
starts at a higher level than that of strategy 2, but declines while the cvjcve 
of strategy 2 is risingo Yüien strategy'2 is compared to strategy 1, it can be 
seen that it Trill bring seven meagre years, before the,process of regaining starts, 
and seven years more before the jjicome level has grown to the same level as would 
have been achieved by using strategy 1. Before total accumulated and discounted 
income are cqt̂ alized for the twó strategies, it will still take many years. If 
a high rate of discount is applied, ..which seems natural in developing co\mtries, 
it will take more yea,rr. before the discomted accumulated increases are equalized 
than if a low rate is applied. 

4,4.8. In aloernatiyo D, the saving rate assumptions are kept from 
alternative G, tat the Incremental output-capital ratio of Region 2 is assumed 
to be a little closor to that of Region 1. The initial conditions with respect 
to' income level;: aro the same as in alternatives A and B. As is shown in fig. 4» 
this is a caao whore the use of direct productivity criteria alone would bring 
about a loss of income .•'n the long term. Even thou^ there will be an immediate 
loss when all savings are poured into Region 1, the process of regaining starts 
after less than two years„ and it takes only four years to reach the same income 
level as that which v.'ould have been generated by strategy 1, The figure shows 
also that only a few additional years are required to equalize the total accumulated 
axid discounted incomes. The rate of growth of strategy 2 converges towards 
7 percent per year, compared to only 2 percent per year, and the processes of 
convergence are very rapid. This case is therefore well apt to demonstrate 
the necessity of not applying productivity criteria only in the location of 
investment projects. 
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4.4*9» In order to. exploit the maximum long-term benefits of savings, it 
is necessary to have a timé horizon in the planning process which is sufficiently 
. long to identify the combined,effects of.productivity and capital formation. 
It is therefore necessary to survey the range of feasible time paths and choose 
the one among them which is the most desirable. This means that long-term 
comprehensive planning is a necessary stage because the feasible time paths 
cannot be identified if there is no conception of the time sequences of invest-
ment projects to be undertaken. 

4.5. Time horizons and the choice of allocation strategy 
4.5»1. In the very simple model with fixed coefficients discussed above, 

it is shown than the time horizon under certain conditions may affect the choice 
of allocation strategy. However, even though allocation strategy 2 in the case 
of higher internal rate of growth in region 2 than in region 1 may be better 
than allocation strategy 1, the best strategy may well be a combination of these. 
If for some years all savings are transferred to the less productive region, 
there will always be an immediate gain in national income by switching over to 
the region with the highest productivity. As is shown by Rahman by means of 
dynamic programming, and which can also be intuitively understood from the model 
discussed here, such a switch will occur only once. If the time horizon is 
longer than the regaining period of strategy 2 as compared to strategy 1, and 
the - goal is to maximize total income by the end of the period, a gain can always 
be achieved by exploiting all savings with the most efficient technique - i.e. 
in region 1 - In the last years of the planning period. This holds true even 
though the rate of growth after the immediate increase will begin to decline 
again. The situation is•illustrated in the following diagram. 

A n 

i 

X ^ ^ 

i 1 ^ 
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4.5-2. If the aim is to maximize national income within a given time 
horizon, ajid the less productive region has the highest saving rate and internal 
rates of growth,•the time horizon will affect the choice of strategy in two ways: 

a) If the time horizon is shorter than the regaining period, the 
most productive region is chosen for all years i 

b) If the time horizon is longer than the regaining period, the. 
less productive region is chosen in the first years, and the 
most productive in the last years. 

The failure to choose the latter strategy is not necessarily due to shortsighted-
ness. On the contrary, the pláhnérs may be well aware of the advantages of 
strategy 2, but the initial conditions may be such that the regaining period 
is much longer than a reasonable time horizon for planning of interregional 
allocation, 

4-6. Weaknesses of the model 
4.6.1, Two main weaknesses of the model discussed above have been pointed 

out in a previous section, namely, that it tends to generate extreme solutions 
when some optimalization procedure is applied, and that it has fixed structriral 
parameters. These two features are, of course, two sides of the same corner. 
The:criticism for yielding extreme solutions has not, however, the same validity 
when the model is used to survey feasible time paths by means, for example, of 
simulation. The failure to take stock of the changes in the parameters during 
time generated inherently in the process of development still remains. The 
model.is therefore not particularly well suited for the analysis of long-term 
development processes. 

4.6.2. A third weakness should also be mentioned referring to the analysis 
above. Even though the model is capable of generating a significant discrepancy 
between short and long-term allocation criteria, the preconditions for this, 
namely, that the saving rate of the less productive region is sufficiently higher 
than that of the most productive to give it a higher internal rate of growth, 
would rarely be fulfilled in any developing country.-^. Íá.s it is discussed in 
section two of this paper, the spatial structure of the less developed countries 
is usually characterized by a fairly developed urban core and a large backward 
hinterland. Theoretical considerations as well aá practical experiences support 
the hypothesis that low productivity and low saving rates go together in such 
regions because they are both essential characteristics of underdevelopment. 
A realistic analysis should therefore take this as a point of departure, but 
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take into acco-unt, the possibility to generate the characteristic changes in, 
the- structural parameters hy nieans of the allocation policy» In the following 
section, a simple two-region model - an extended version of the one discussed 
above - designed for this purpose is formulated and analysed. 

5. A TWO-RBGIOW ALLOCATION-GaOvifTH MODEL \?ITH BUILT IN CHMGBS IN THE 
SiaUCTURAL PARAMBTERS 

5.1. Introductory remarks 
5.1.1. In the following the simple model discussed in the previous section 

will be extended and made more realistic by taking into account some of the 
peculiar characteristics of the regional economic grovrth processes. It goes 
without saying that in such a simple model as the one employed here, these 
peculiarities can only be introduced and taken care of in a very simplified 
and indirect way. fflaen the structure of the model is to be kept as it is, 
the only way to allow for these factors is to permit the coefficients of the 
equations to chajige during the-growth process. Two such types of changes will 
be introduced! in the incremental output-capital ratios and in the saving rates, 

5.2. The mechanism for changing the incremental capital-output ratio 
5.2.1. It is suggested that the structiare of production of each region is 

described in the following ways 

This means that the incremental output-capital ratio increases when the amount 
of capital increases if k > O' and de'creases if k < 0, The coefficient k can be 
denoted as the progress coefficient, since it expresses•the rate of progress in 
the marginal productivity of capital as the amount of capital grows. The last 
equation can be written 

An eventual discrepancy between the incremental output-capital ratios of the 
two regions at a given point of time can then result from three causes, viz: 
different initial conditions, different progress coefficients, and different 
capital accumulation. 

5.2.2. Several arguments can be advanced for formulating the production 
structure of the regional economy in the way done here. The arguments fall 
into two groups. The first gcoup is composed of arguments referring to the 
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production ftxnctions of the regions. Bach region is assumed to have a produc-
tion fvuiction which can be written Y F(k), with a shape as in the figure beloTi 

y 
Jy 

TK 

X 
K 

t ^ t 

K 

The ctirve'' of the marginal productivity of capital is rising uintil the amount of 
capital has reached level A, and then starts to tiorn downwards. This curve is 
a macro-cuirve and it is by reasons of analogy drawn in the same way as the more 
common micro-curve referring to a single productive unit.-^^ The curve is and composition 
furthermore drawn on the assumption of constant techniques/ of the actual produc-
tion processes that take place in the regions. Kie curves are not necessarily 
similar in the two regions, but they are assumed to have the same characteristic 
look. If a region is situated to the right of its A-point, the progress 
coefficient is negative and further investments force the marginal productivity 
of capital down. If a region is situated to the left of its A-point, its 
progress coefficient is positive and further investments bring the marginal 
productivity up. . . 

5.2.3. The effect discussed here does not result from technical innovations 
or progress in the normal sense, but is a characteristic of the regional production and industry mix function defined by constant techniques/and is based on the following arguments: 



•a) Due to indivisi'bxliti.g.s, capital investment in infra-structiire, 
títc., which have to be- undertaken in the less developed region 
in order to create a basis for more productive investments, will 
usually have an initial over-capacity. The marginal output-
capital ratio curve will therefore first slope downwards, but 
when the "productive" investments are.undertaken, start to rise, 

b) As the income level increases and enlarges the regional market, 
economies of scale, particularly in the intraregional industries, 
may he increasingly exploited and reinforce the rise in marginal 
productivity. 

o) External economies created by newrly established industrial plants 
will have favourable effects on the efficiency of the already 
existing industries, and hence reinforce the rise in the marginal 
productivity curve. 

d) External diseconofflies may after some time, particularly if the 
expansion takes place within a geographically limited area, 
become stronger than external economies¡, while the possible 
economies of scale already are exploited and thus turn the 
marginal productivity curve downwards. 

e) The need for economic infrastructure such as urban transportation, 
water, sewerage, and energy, may grow at an increasing rate when 
the urban area grows in size, and so may the costs in covinter-
acting pollr.tion and health problems created, which reinforce 
the decline in the marginal productivity. 

On the basis of these factors, it can be argued that it is reasonable to assume 
that the backward hinterland is situated to the left of its A-point, and, further-
more, if the most basic infrastructure is laid down, also to the right of its 
D-point. Similarly, it is reasonable to assume that the developed urban area 
is situated to the right of its A-point. 

5.2.4. However, in reality techniques are not entirely given from outside 
and are not constant. On the contrary, inventions of new techniques and the 
transmission of innovations and the adaption to such, as well as the acquiring 
of new skills and learning by doing, are all prominent features of the process 
of development. This is the core of the second group of arguments for formulating 
the production struct-ure as it is done in this section. These arguments, as 
opposed to the former ones, are of a true dynamic nature. The following three 
are of particular importance; 
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f) Introduction of new techniques takes place usiially in close 
connexion to investments in new capital equipment. The 
assumption,- -which appears to be a quite realistic one, is that 
every piece of capital has a certain technique built into it 
•which can be altered only slightly afterwards 

g) Learning by doing, which appears to be a most important way to 
acquire new skills in underdeveloped regions, takes place in a 
similar way in connexion with the increase in the amount of 
capital. 

h) Finally, the creation of new skills by formal education and 
systematic training require a corresponding investment in the 
construction of schools and equipment, and can therefore also 
be seen as a function of capital format ion 

All of these three factors can be summarized in the above figure by assuming 
that they shift the total and the marginal production curve upwards and to the 
right. 

s/ 

Él. 
dK 

It is easily recognized from fig. 7 that the technological progress works to 
increase the value of the progress coefficient k when k>o , and to check the 
decrease of it when k < 0 . 

5.2.5. The last argument for the dynamic production structure refers to 
the absorptive ca-pacity of investments in the region. If the absorptive 
capacity is low, the initiating of investment projects, which surpass the 
capacity ceiling, will force the narginal productivity down. For different 
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reasons, the absorptive capacity may be q̂ uite lo'̂f both in the underdeveloped 
and in the overdeyelopsd region. There is, however, reason to believe that 
this limit to development may, to a large extent, be removed by careful planning, 
and transfer of skills from abroad. Furthermore, there is reason to believe 
that the absorptive capacity increases with an increase in the level of develop-
ment. Initiallj'-, this factor may well affect the underdeveloped region most 
but in the long rvin it may bó easier lifted here than in the overdeveloped 
region. To conclude, the effect of the limited absorptive capacity will partly 
counteract the effect of technological progress, but not so much that the basic 
pictijxe of the production functions will be chsjiged,"̂ '̂  

5.5. ?fech?nism for chainging the average saving rate 
5..3alo The next typical change rhioh is to be taken into account is in the 

saving rate. 11; is suggested that tho saving-structiü?e is described by the 
59/ following formula 

^t = t̂-.l - B AY^ . s Y^ . s (Y. - YQ) 
If the marginal saving rabn ia higher than the initisJ, the average saving rate 
will increase as a function of ixioreassd income. If it is lower, the average 
saving rate mil decrease. 

5.5«2, There arc at least four reasons v,'hy the average saving rate is 
expected to increas? in -'he ooi;xse of the development processs 

a) The init:'.?l saving rato is, as a rulej very low. 
b) '.¡'hen thf̂  dŝ '̂loprne:.!"*: process js initiated, the expectations 

of the people about the future may be changed and an orientation 
tovTards growth may emerge 

c) Satablishing_ of financial institutions and improved communica-
tion possibilities \Yill facilitate people's efforts to save.-'^ 

d) As the level of income increases, it will be easier for the 
govsr:nmeot tj enforce savings on the people by means of taxes 
and other fiscal measures thsji when the income is closer to 
the subsistence level. 

In accordance with the poñit'j made above, the suggested saving function should 
be seen partly as a behavioural and partly as a policy enforced relation. 

5»4- Formulation_of the model 
5.4-1" t%en the various relations are put together, the complete extended 

model reads as follows: 
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The riOdel contains 12 variables and 11 independent equations. There is 
one degree of freedom corresponding to the pî oblem of determining the allocation 
of investment s'^. Since the coefficients Y , Y in equation 5>3-5>4 are 
endogenous variables, this model cannot be solved in the same way as the basic 
model. However, it is possible to bring it on a more convenient form and, 
because of its time recursiveness, solve it numerically by means of step by 
step calculations for various assumptions with respect to coefficients and 
initial conditions. 

5«4<-2« Regipnal income in the two regions in a certain period t can be 
expressed ass 
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If there are no transfers of savings between the regions, the rate of growth of 
each of them are given hys 

1 
• t 1 1 

t-1 

r^ = . y ^ s . l í - i u i l í a ] t 1 
t-1 

The internal rates of growth will,if k > and s >s rise, first", hecaus-é the 
marginal output-capital ratios increase, and secondly, because the average 
saving rates increase. 

The national income in year t can be expressed ass 

5.14 s^) . 

5,4«5« to the rec\arsiveness of the model, the income of the two regions 
and the national income in year t is completely determined by the income distribu-
tions and the allocation policy in the foregoing year. The policy-maker must 
look at least one year ahead v;hen the allocation of investments is to be determined. 
If he has the extreme short time horizon of one year, he will always choose the 
region which at present has the highest incremental output-capital ratio. However, 
the danger of shortsightedness is far greater in this model than in the one with 
fixed coefficients. There are three reasons for thiss 

a) As in the case of the model with fixed parameters, the region 
with the lowest productivity may have a sufficiently higher 
saving rate to have a higher internal rate of growth. 

b) Capital investments have in this model first a direct production 
effect, and secondly, indirect "infraeffects". Projects 
undertaken today influence the productivity of future projects. 



c) Besides the direct income effect of capital investments, there 
is a second infraeffect, namely, of the increase in income on 
the saving rate, i„e., increased income today has a positive 
speeding up effect on future capital formation. 

The two infraeffects are both of an accumulative character and they manifest 
themselves first after some time. It is obvious that when these three effects 
are taken together, they can have a very significant impact on the development 
process. It seems therefore to be of the utmost importance for rational alloca-
tion that attempts are made beforehand to assess these effects. 

5•5• Properties of the development paths generated by the model 
5.5.1, The feasible area of allocation strategies is, as in the former 

model, limited by the two extremes? either all investment to the one region 
or all to the other one. Since the region from which all savings are drained 
gets no increase in income, it will also have a constant saving rate. Therefore, 
if all investments are undertaken in region 1 throughout the planning period, 
this region v/ill receive a constant transfer of savings from the other region 

~ 2 
of the s i z e — ^ if the opposite strategy is followed, the transfer of 
savings from region 1 to region 2 vfill be constant equal to s^ Y^ . The two 
extreme alternatives to be examined are therefore; 

All investments in region 1 Alt.li T - 2 
^t - * ' 1 

Alt.2s All investments in region 2 
" T — — r ~ — 

. . ^ = ^ — -

= ^ i 

.2 /- X - 1 
0 ' 2 2^ 1 Cy 

— -- — — 1 2 5.5.2. Yiihen the coefficients (s^, 
initial conditions Tq and Y^ vare given, the time paths for the national 
^income and the gl-owth rates can be numerically calculated for the two extreme 
strategies. If one of the regions has an initially higher internal rate of 

1 - 2 -growth, e.g., V^ ^2 also the higher marginal saving rate and progress 
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coefficients, there are no doubts that the fastest national growth is achieved 
by allocation of all investments to this region. However, more interesting is 
the case where the region Yiith the lower productivity has the higher marginal 
saving rate and the higher progress coefficients. If this region has also an 
initial saving rate high enough to give it the highest initial internal rate of 
growth, the two infraeffects will shorten the regaining period of investing there, 
i.e., the period before the immediate loss in income due to the low productivity 
is regained because of the higher saving rate. If the region with the higher 
progress coefficient and the higher marginal saving rate has an initially lower 
internal rate of growth, the infraeffects of the investments will increase its 
internal rate of growth during time so that after some periods it will enjoy a 
higher rate of growth than the other region. This is perhaps the most realistic 
situation which may be found in most developing countries. 

5.5«3« In order to demonstrate these effects, the model has to be solved 
numerically for the different sets of assumptions. The two cases demonstrated 
in the following correspond to the two first alternatives calculated in the 
model with fixed parameters as far as initial conditions are concerned. The 
assumptions about initial conditions and coefficients of the two altematives 
are as follows 

Alt. A Alt. B 
s^ = 0,10 
s^ = 0.05 
s^ = 0.12 

s^ = 0,05 
s^ = 0.10 
s^ = 0,10 

s^ = 0.20 •s^ = 0.15 

Yq = 0,40 = 0,40 

0.30 = 0,30 

k^ =--0.00005 k^ =-0,0001 

k^ = 0»00C075 k^ = 0,0001 

Y- = 500 500 

Yq = 1000 Y^ == 1000 
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flegion 1 is assumed to be the more developed in both cases, with the highest 
incremental output-capital ratio. In alternative A, region 1 has also the 
higher initial saving rate, but region 2 is assumed to have the higher marginal 
saving rate. flegion 1 is furthermore assumed to be in a situation where external 
diseconomies are strong enough to force the incremental output-capital ratio down, 
while region 2 is assumed to, be in its initial stage of development, i.e., on 
the rising parts of its incremental output-capital ratio-curve. The value of 
the progress coefficient is assumed to be somewhat lower negative in region 1 
than the positive one of region 2, in accordance with what was said about the 
impact of technical progress above. In alternative B, region 2 has the higher 
initial internal rate of growth, but the initial conditions are so disadvantageous 
that the regaining period under the assumption of fixed coefficients was very 
long. It is assumed that in this alternative the progress coefficients are of 
the same value in both regions, but negative in region 1. Region 2 is assumed 
to have the higher marginal saving rate. 

5.5.4. The results of the calculations are given in the following tables 
and figures. The table below shows, for alternative A, the growth paths of 
total national income, the absolute and relative growth period for period, the 
induced changes in the marginal output-capital ratio and the accumulated income 
differentials between the two extreme strategies. 
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Tiíhen all investments are poijred into the baclcward regions, in order to create 
external economies and induce the infraeffects, the income will for some periods 
be somewhat lower than what could have been achieved by investing in the other 
region. However, the absolute as well as the relative growth are quickly 
increasing as a result of the investments in the backward region, while the 
relative growth is varying slightly up and down, but with a tendency to decline 
in the developed region. It takes only five to six years before the rates of 
growth are equalized, after six years the yearly absolute growths are equal, 
and after nine to ten years, the total income of the two alternative policies 
are equal. The loss of income from the first periods is regained after bet?ieen 
12 and 15 years. 

5.5«5« l^e time paths which emerge from this model are compared to those 
emerging from the model with fixed coefficients in the figure below. vVhile 
the gap between the gro?ith rates of the two policies was v/idening in model 1, 
so also was the gap between the total income curves, these gaps are fastly 
closed in model 2. './hen alternative 2 of model 2 is compared to alternative 1 
of model 1 it can be seen that even if no changes are induced in the coefficients 
of the model of region 1, it takes only one year more than in the case where they 
do change before the total incomes are equal. The significance of the induced 
changes in the saving and production structure in the course of the development 
process for proper allocation of investments is clearly demonstrated by the 
above example. Although the changes are relatively small, they accumulate them-
selves and should therefore be taken into account by means of long-term planning. 

5.5.6, In the next table the time paths for total income, additional income, 
the growth rates and the marginal output-capital ratio are shown for the case 
where the initial conditions are similar to those of alternative B of the first 
model. 
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\íhen all investments poured into the initially teclmically 'backvrard region, it 
takes under the asstimptions made only foiir to five years before the rate of growth 
as well as the absolute increase in income and the incremental output-capital 
ratio are equal to what would have resulted from the opposite strategy. The 
total incomes are equal after bet?ieen six and seven years, and the initial loss 
in income resulting from investing in the technically "backward region is more 
than repaid three years after the total incomes are equalized. In fig. 9» the 
two extreme alternatives of model 2 are compared to the two corresponding 
alternatives of model 1. As in the previous example, the growth potential of 
the technically backward region under the assuiaption of induced changes in the 
coefficients is very well demonstrated. 

5.6. -Fiarther remarks on the infraeffects 
5.6.1. In spite of the striking effect of the induced infraeffects on the 

growth paths of income and rates of growth, and the significance of these on 
the proper allocation of investments demonstrated above, it should not be for-
gotten that even though the existence of such factors as those behind the 
infraeffects,seem evident, the strength of these effects may be much lower than 
what it is assumed in the above examples. Furthermore, the effects are built 
into the model by means of linear approximations which obviously may overstate 
their magnitude if they are in reality non-linear. This is particularly the 
case when wide variations are discussed. It goes without saying that neither 
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the average saving rate nor the marginal output-capital ratio and the rate of 
growth will continue to increase without limitations. These limitations may, 
however, be built into the model by using successive approximations instead of 
single ones for the ?ihole area of variation. 

5.6.2. With respect to the marginal saving rates deviation from the averag 
some evidence suggests that not too much should be expected by this effect. 
For example, N.H. Leff-^^has shown that the saving rate showed no tendency to 
rise during the course of development in Brazil. On the other hand, it is 
nevertheless clear that a characteristic feature of the long-term development 
of the present developed countries is the rising share of the total income used 
for capital accumulation during the "take-off stage" of their development.-^^ 
It seems pertinent to a^ee with M.H. Leff that"' the existing knowledge of what 
factors which in reality determine the saving rate in less developed couatries^ 
is very meagre, and add that even less is knovm about the interregional differ-
• enees in average and marginal saving rates, and the factors behind such differ-
ences. However, since increased saving appears to be a "sine qua non" for 
development, and most development plans are based on assumptions of, or goals 
for, increasing saving rates, the assumptions made in the model calculations 
above may well be justified.' In vie-v? of the significant impact of regional 
differences in average and marginal saving rates on the proper interregional 
allocation of investments, and on the time horizon of planning, it should be 
stressed that more research in this field is urgently needed. 

5.é.5« v/'ith respect to the assumed existence of positive and negative 
progress coefficients which determine the clianges in the incremental output-
capital ratios, even less empirical evidence can be referred to. '.Vhile the 
factors particularly discussed, i.e., external economies, diseconomies, 
indivisibilities, and economies of scale all support the assumption of induced 
changes in the marginal output-capital ratio, other factors like better organiza-
tions, learning by doing, introdiiotioa-of• new techniques, etc., can be taken as 
arguments for working with other production functions. Obviously, if it is 
assumed that capital is the only factor of production, and the output increases 
faster than the amount of capital employed, this phenomenon can in such a model 
only be explained by increased incremental output-capital ratio. However, if 
the "real" production function involves more factors, for example, labour and 
organization, the increase in output could be attributed to these factors and 
not to the change in the output-capital ratio. 
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5.6.4. If, for example, the "real" regional production fmctions are of the 
Cobb-Douglas type váth a trend-factor to represent organizational and technological 
improvements and better education, i.e., 

Y = CK^ e^^ 
where N denotes labour, the incremental output-capital ratio for any period can 
be written 

A K ^ AlT a ."i— 4- D + z ^ _ Y ^ K ^ ^ S 
i\K ~ K ' • 4K 

K 

In this production function, the marginal output-capital ratio will increase 
when the rate of growth in empl<>yment increases and when the organizational and 
technological development is speeded up, while contrary to the assumptions made 
in model 2 above, the marginal output-capital ratio will decrease if the rate of 
growth in investments i n c r e a s e s O n the other hand, the Cobb-Douglas produc-
tion function is not able to give a satisfactory representation of the conditions 
for production when external economies and economies of scale are developed, since 
these will affect the values of the coefficients a and b. It would nevertheless 
seem appropriate to work with a more complex production function than is done in 
this paper. Interregional differences in productivity and production functions 
are, however, very little surveyed theoretically or empirically. It is obvious 
that if proper allocations are to be made between regions, it is necessary to 
establish a much greater body of knowledge, not only about to what extent such 
differences actually exist, but it is even more important to identify how these 
differences are brought into existence and how the underlying structure of 
production, gradually changes during the process of development, 

6. FINAL RSMARKS 

6.1, Summary of problems raised and methods of analysis 
6.1.1.: The purpose of this paper has been to analyse to what extent the 

time horizon affects the proper allocation of investment funds between regions. aggregate / 
This has been done in a simplified'way, assuming a two-region economy of a 
developing country where the one region consisted of an already fairly well 
developed iirban area and the other of a large backward hinterland. It was 
assumed that the most basic physical infrastructure was laid down in the backward 
region, and that the developed urbanized area was facing problems of xinbalanced 
expansion and congestion. 
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6.1.2, Two types of planning have been distinguishedj 
project planning, consisting of identification appraisal, and ^election 

of projects, and comprehensive planning. Project planning focuses attention 
on the characteristic feature of the project itself, taking most of the structu 
conditions as given, and do not take into account the external economies/dis-
economies which are, or can be, created for other industries existing today, 
or which can affect the productivity of future industries. Project planning 
does not take into account the chain of structural changes in social and culture 
variables which are likely to be set in motion by the establishing of projects, 
but tends to select projects which give the hi^.est ajid fastest return on the 
capital invested, i.e., the hi^est output-capital ratio. 

6.1.3. Comprehensive plarming on the contrary focuses attention particularl 
on the interrelations between various projects and industries in a dynamic 
setting, taking into account also the characteristic changes which are induced 
in social and cultural variables that may have strong feedback effects on ' 
economic development. Comprehensive planning represents attempts to assess 
the functional as well as secular relations between projects in the entire set 
of functional sectors and geographical regions from the point of view of nationa! 
development goals comprising growth as well as equalization. Besides qualitati"̂  
structural assessment, the identification of regional growth potentials appears 
to be a most useful tool for appraising interregional allocation of investments 
and identifying the range of feasible time paths for the development process 
from which the most desired one should be selected for implementation. The 
growth potential of a region is defined as its prospective rate of growth in 
total income which, in turn, is determined by the average saving rate and the 
incremental output-capital ratio. The problem raised can also be formulated 
asi under what conditions are the allocation criteria in project planning 
complementary to those of comprehensive planning, and under what conditions 
are they, not? 

6.2. Conclusions dram on the basis of the model with fixed structural 
parameters 

6.2.1. Since the effects of a project on other projects, and on the income-
generation and saving-capital formation works through time, it is clear that 
the time horizon must be a most important variable. If the planners are looking 
only one year ahead, the direct production effects will normally be the dominating 
and since saving-capital accumulation is by definition not taken into account, 
project criteria will be sufficiently also from a comprehensive planning point 
of view. However, as the time horizon is lengthened, this may change. This 
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problem is analysed in the paper by means of two different simplified allocation 
growth models. ' The first model, v/hich is similar to the Rahman-type programming 
models, was used to examine the effect of different growth potentials on the 
allocation of investments between the two regions and on the choice of proper 
time horizon. The developed urbanized region was assumed to have the higher 
incremental output-capital ratio, determined on the basis of project appraisal. 
This ratio v/as furthermore assumed to be constant over the planning period. 

6.2.2. Three different cases could be distinguished: 
a) The urbanized region has also the higher growth potential, 

either because it has the higher saving rate or if it has the 
lower saving rate, it is nevertheless high enough to give the 
region the hi^er prospective rate of growth. 

In this case, the allocation of investments according to project criteria will 
also give the proper allocation from an overall point of view. The hi^est 
national income is attained when all funds are invested in the most productive 
region. 

b) The backward region has the higher prospective growth potential 
and the regaining period for the initial loss of income resulting 
from investing in the backward region - which is determined by 
the given initial conditions - is relatively short. 

In this case the allocation of investment according to project criteria would 
be too shortsighted to yield a proper allocation from an overall point of view. 
If the planners have a time horizon in the comprehensive planning which is shorter 
than this reasonably short regaining period, they can be said to be too short-
sighted. The optimal strategy would be to invest in the region with the highest 
growth potential in the first years and then switch over to the most productive 
region in the final years. 

c) The backward region has the highest growth potential, but, due 
to the unfavourable initial conditions, the regaining period is 

... longer thaja a reasonable time horizon. 
In this case the optimal strategy from a comprehensive point of view would (in 
spite of the fact that the backward region has the highest growth potential) 
coiruAide with the project criterion. All investments should be made in the 
urbsmized region. So far, the conclusions are the same as those in the Rahman 
study. . . -
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6.5. Conclusions drawn on the basis of the model with built-in changes 
in the structural parameters 

6.5.1. However, as it was pointed out in the paper, the analysis so far 
has been unsatisfactory. First, because it failed to take into account the 
external economies manifested in the relations between existing, new, and future 
projects, economies of scale, etc. Secondly, because the effect of increased 
income on social and cultural factors and the feedback of social changes on 
growth through increased saving rates was not taken care of. Finally, because 
a situation characterized by one region with high productivity and low saving 
rate and another with low productivity but high saving rate would rarely be 
found in practice. In other words, it would be superficial to regard saving 
rates and luarginal output-capital ratios as given constants. On the contrary, 
they should be seen as endogenous variables of the planning model in which 
change could occur during the growth process. 

6.5.2. A second model was therefore formulated, based on the same framework 
of relations as the first one, but with built-in changes in the strategical 
coefficients, i.e., in the saving rate and the incremental output-capital ratio. 
i'?hen these infraeffects were brought into the model it could be demonstrated that 
neither the project criterion nor the simple growth potential criterion would 
necessarily bring about an optimal allocation. The prospective incremental 
output-capital ratios would deviate from the project ratios due to external 
economies and change during time, as would the average saving rate. 'Therefore, 
the growth potential of a region could not be seen as a static concept. Because 
of its dependence on the allocation of investments during time, the time paths 
of the growth potential had to be calculated on the assumptions of different 
allocation of the investments. Programming technique can hardly be 'applied to 
this type of model. The only way to choose the proper allocation strategy 
appears to be to simulate the development process under different assumptions, 
survey the various growth paths that emerge, and choose the-one for implementation 
which seems the most promising. 

6.5.3» Comprehensive planning according to this model will then be of an 
essential dynamic character, and the time horizon should be long enough to enable 
the planners to assess the likely impact of the various infraeffects on the growth 
paths and the choice of allocation strategy. Project planning will nevertheless 
be an essential part of the total planning work, but instead of being enough in 
itself it has to be subject to guidelines from comprehensive planning which, 
ideally, should fix the conditions to be taken as given in the appraisal of 
project-locations between the regions. 
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6,4» Possible extensions of the model fyamework 
6.4.1. Many weaknesses of the model employed'and the analyses landertaken 

in this paper have already been pointed out. Above all, the picture of the 
developing countries has been oversimplified, perhaps to the point of unrealism. 
The justification for not attempting to bring more realism into the analysis by 
taking into account other vital aspects of the development process are two-fold. 
First, this could have confused the prime purpose of the paper, namely, to discuss 
and demonstrate the effects of some factors that are usually not taken into account 
in models for interregional planning. Secondly, in any analysis attempting to 
be more realistic, such factors and aspects may be brought into the model frame-
work in various different ways v7ithout too many difficulties. 

The most important extensions to make in order to provide a more realistic 
framework are in the fields of population growth, migration, interregional trad,e 
relations, production functions, and consumption. The introduction of these 
factors, perhaps except for the trade relations, are strongly interconnected. 

6.4.2, The growth of population can be introduced in the most simple way 
by means of linear regional national gross increase functions of the type 

where N^ denotes total population in the beginning of year t, and AN^ the 
natural increase, i.e., total number of births minus total number of deaths 
during year t. If the death and birth rates are changing qaiokly, the function 
could be split to read 

If in- and outmigration to and from the country are of little significance, the 
growth in population for the co-untry as a whole can be written simply ass 

6.4,5. Migration between the two regions is an equally important inter-
regional relation as capital transfer and should therefore be taken care of by a 
migration function. Such a function can be formulated in different ways. The 
simplest formulation is 

w-f 



T Y where denotes net migration between the region in year t, ̂  average income, 
and B is the mobility-coefficient. It is assumed that there exists a reaction 
lag of one year so that high income differential in a given year leads to high 
migt̂ ation in the next. This assumption is also convenient from a computational 
point of view. A more realistic migration function would however be to assume 
that the migrants are looking not at the differentials in regional income per 
capita but at differentials in capita consumption, i.e., 

ol 2 2 
H = P ( " _ " ) 

Since the consumption is lagging behind in an expansion process characterized 
by marginal saving rate higher than the average, the latter migration function 
would yield a corresponding lag in migration as compared to the former. 

6.4.4. '.'Wien consumption is introduced in the model it would also seem most 
appropriate to let consumption be the main goal variable, and for the choice of 
allocation strategy, survey the set of feasible time paths for total consumption, 

6.4.5« Explicit introduction of interregional trade in this general model 
framework has to be based on assumptions about initial corapaj?ative advantages 
referring to particular production sectors. It could be useful to distinguish 
between national and international sectors on the one hand, and regional and 
local sectors on the other, as it is suggested in Tinbergen's semi-input-output 
m e t h o d . I n the first group, a distinction should also be made between shiftabl 
ajad non-shiftable production processes. The trade relations could be formulated 
as linear eĉ xiations. There are, however, reasons to believe that the coefficient 
of these equations would be unstable over time. The best solution would there-
fore perhaps be to use a model without trade relations in the long-term compre-
hensive planning and introduce the trade relations in a medium term - say five-
year model for medium term co-ordination,—' Such a model should be much more 
detailed than the very aggregated macro model discussed here. 

6.4.6. Finally, the production functions could be formulated in a more 
realistic way. One possibility, which would seem convenient from a computational 
point of view, is to use the Cobb-Douglas function 

'̂̂ t = V l ( ̂  + b + Z ) 



•where L^ denoted labour input in year t. The gestation lag for capital is 
kept but laboxar input is assumed to affect production simultaneously. The 
technical and organizational progress is included in z. The coefficients a 
and b could be assumed to be fixed or to be variables. The input of labour 
can be tied to the regional, population through- a relation 

^ = gN^ 

where the coefficient g denotes the share of population engaged in production. 
Since the population of a region in year t W^ is determined by the national 
increase in the period, and the migration by a migration function with a one 
year lag, the labour input in a region in year t can be written as a function 
of given coefficient and the situation of the foregoing year. Thus, the time 
recursiveness is kept through the entire model, which would greatly facilitate 
the computation. 
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